
Developing Intuition
Classes in Expanding Higher Sense Perception

Introduction to Classes
 Learn to be a mirror for the magic of your Knowing Self and 
for the Knowing Self of others. Explore higher dimensional means 
of communication with the knowledge of the subconscious mind. Study intuition as a spiritual practice. Learn the processes which can 
help you become an inner seeker after truth, thereby providing you and the people you “read” with insights unavailable to the thinking 
self.

Higher Sense Perception is the ability to directly access information which is beyond ordinary perceptual channels. The Intuitive 
Mind contains a well of information insights which may come through visual, kinesthetic or auditory channels. The gateway processes 
available to access this intuitive knowledge have been labeled clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience, telepathy or psychic reading.

Carved above the gate of the Oracle of Delphi is “Man and Woman Know Thyself.” I invite you to explore the All Knowing Self, 
learning to have faith in your Inner Guidance to facilitate using it with love, as healing insight for your Self and for others.

I.  Entering Level Intuition—
 Intuition skills development as a learning process teaches more than the ability to read someone else. The development of one’s
intuition leads to the relinquishment of the ego’s need to judge, project and fantasize in regard to self and others. The intent of this 
course is to learn to replace the ego’s need with clearer perceptions of truth, bringing greater compassion and insight.
This entering level course covers basic skills in mediation, the right brain’s ability to see metaphoric pictures, the chakra system and
sensing energy. There will be practical experience doing intuitive readings for self and others.
 

II. Continuing Level Intuition — For those of you who have completed Intuition I with Sandra Mussey.
 The intent of this course is to increase reading skills in problem solving, in terms of both inner dilemmas and external situations 
through the application of intuitive skills. We will focus on a variety of reading methods including group work, dyads, teacher demonstra-
tion and extensive feedback.
 Areas covered will be: •Relationship and Telepathic Cording •Personal Essence and Blocks •Family Dynamics •Work and Career 
•Chakra Alignment •Communication with Higher Self •Emotional Well-Being •Psychic Self-protection.

III. Advanced Reading Practice Groups —For those of you who have completed at least Intuition I & 
II, Sandra offers a wide variety of optional themes for Advanced Reading Practice groups. Some theme topics follow:
 A. Honoring and Healing the Inner Child - The divine Inner Child is that magical, vulnerable, playful, wise, creative part of us
who needs support, understanding, care, so that he or she can be an insightful guide to us.
 B. Principles of Manifestation - The Creative Power of the Universe constantly wants to move through us to help us create our
heart’s desires. The more aligned we are with our Higher Selves, the less blocked we are in manifesting our dreams and heart’s desires.
 C. Embracing the Inner Critic - The Inner Critic’s attacks can sometimes be debilitating, yet with understanding and awareness,
the Inner Critic can become an intelligent witness, and a perceptive and supportive ally in life.
 D. In Depth Study of the Chakra System - A deeper knowledge of the chakra system can bring more accurate intuitive impres-
sions for the care and healing of self and others while increasing the opening of the compassionate eye of the heart.
 E. Intuition in Relationships - Empathy in relationship creates flowing understanding, connection and intimacy. Our heart’s
connection dynamics can be empathically perceived through intuitive processes using universally meaningful symbols, such as the 
heart garden and heart flower metaphors.
 F. A Complete Review of Intuitive Perceptual Skills - Intuitive Reading practice brings skill and accuracy; chakra readings,
personal essence readings, relationship readings, personal issue readings, remote readings, and techniques for reading for oneself.
 G. Unblocking the Inner Artist - The Inner Artist is one of the closest aspects of our personality to spiritual essence. Understand-
ing the needs of the Inner Artist links creativity to spirituality by showing in nondenominational terms, how to tap into the Unseen 
Guidance and creative energies of the of the Universe.
 H. Understanding of “Subpersonalities” - A subpersonality holds much intuitive information, but those positive aspects of self
can become tainted or polluted by programmed, faulty beliefs, attitudes and feelings. Honoring and accepting a subpersonality helps 
with the pursuit of conscious goals, and frees us to be inspired by the qualities contained within that liberated subpersonality.

“Feel your intentions in your heart. Feel not

what your mind tells you, but what your

heart tells you. Rather than serve the fake

gods of your mind, serve your heart, the real

God. You will not find God in your intellect.

Divine Intelligence is in your heart.”
THIS IS A QUOTE BY GARY ZUKAV


